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SBA Delves Into 
1974_;75 Budget 
A - 51% 
Criminal ,Law Panel: I to r) Don Michae/s1 Dr. Franklin Kameny, Prof. Holley, Shelley Taylor Convlssor. 
Captain Kenneth P. Kennedy, City Court Judge Al Mazur, Bruce Voeller 
Conference Studies LegalA: ~BA Organization (Social, Athletic, Orientat ion) ; 8': 
Distinguished Visitors; C: Opinion; D: BALSA; E: Moot 
Court; F: Law Women; G: Interna tional Law; H: LSCRRC; I: 
All others (Law Wives, BLP, PRLSA, Lawyers Guild, Status of Gay Individuals 
. Environmental Law, Gay Law). The legal situation of the gay Kennedy of the Vice Squad . for gay advancement. It was dis• 
community was the general sub­ The student organizers of the closed that several test cases are by Ray Bowie ject of discuss ion and debate dur• conference, Shelley Taylor Con­ now being litigated which should 
SBA' last week began deliberation of the 1974-75 budget pre­ ing the day-long conference held vissa r, Eileen Katz and Sue Si lber, confront many laws, but legis­
pared, . for the first time in the spririg semester, by Treasurer Sara in the law school on Friday1 May hoped that the conference would lative efforts are also being made, ' 
Zurenda and the Budget Committee in response to a Sub Board I 3. Goy Rights and the Low, supplement the law school cur­ in this state among others, to pass 
requirement thar all student government budgets be fil ed by May 15, planned by three first year law riculum in this area. The educa­ a bill of rights for gays. 
rather than in thefall as in past practice. Sub Board I is the custodial students, dealt with the specific tion of the law student population In the area of employment dis­
agent for student government funds, and unless budgets are submitted legal disabilities of homosexuals in was of primary importance in crimination, ttie conference panel­
by the deadline set, SBA will reportedly have no claim on next year's our society from the perspective theii planning since today's law­ ists were somewhat optimistic 
activity funds. of the five areas of the law which yers are confronted in many areas about the potential for legal pro­
In over two hours of budget di scussion on May 3, however, the most significantly affect t~e gay of the law with the specific legal tection of gay people fired or not 
SBA .Directors had tentati_vely ilPProved only the SBA organizational community. problems of our substantial gay hired solely on the basis of their 
budget and general budgeting guidelines, leavi ng the social, athletic, With the aid and cooperation population. Estimated at 14 to 20 sexual orientation. Although the 
and individual organization budgets yet to be considered. SBA Presi­ of law school faculty, gay activ­ million in the country, the gay audience was cautioned that such 
dent Don Lohr was hopeful that the remainder of the budgets would ists, prac ticing attorneys and rep­ community is clearly a large one. reform would not occur until gay 
be approved prior to May 15, but as the final issue of Opinion went to resentatives of the Buffalo legal In the crimirial law field alone, people in all the occupations 
press, other directors expressed pessimism as to that deadline. system, the well-attended confer­ states which criminalize consensu­ identified themselves as such1 
As recommended by the Budget Committee, which had held ence succeeded in provld ir1g its al sodomy between adults, as does other speakers offered more legal­
hearings on each budget request, the 1974-75 budget saw an expected audience with a realistic under­ New York State, thereby place in ly relevant solutions. Pointing to 
increase in available monies next year, attributable to the larger stu­ standing of the peculiar, yet per­ legal jeopardy the entire gay pop­ the increased sensitivity of the 
dent body, but nonetheless contained cuts in the level of funding for vasive, problems of gay individuals ulation in that jurisdiction,. Real­ U.S.Supreme Court to the right of 
most groups due to greater allocations for SBA operations themselves in the legal system and how best izing that the number of gays in privacy and personal rights, Mr. 
Delivering the Committee 's report at the May 3 meeting, to litigate and legislate in .their New York alone has been esti• Hyman expressed hope that the 
Treasurer Zurenda stated that enrollment next year was estimated at interests. mated at 2 million and the severi­ situation could be litigated. Al-
765 students, providing $22;950 in ·activity fees. In addition to new The five mai n areas which were ty of the sanctions for this . though he agreed that the liti­
funds, SBA is figuring upon an almost $7500 "carry-over" of money covered separately in the panel "crime" range from three months gative approach is underestimated 
unspent by SBA organizations this year, $3,506 of which will be discussions throughout the day in­ to life imprisonment across the and should be tested, Dr. Kameny 
reserved for the settlement of a possible suit against SBA by FSA for cluded legislation and litigation country, the involvement of legal thought the legislative tack might 
past vending machine revenues. Consequently, the $3,991 left unen­ potential, employment discrimin­ advisors is extremely important be more productive for the gay 
cumbered from this year's unspent budget brings the total amount ation, student-civil rights, family­ and, therefore, shoulQ be in­ movement si nce it could encomp· 
available next year to $26,941.50. pfoperty law, and criminal law. formed. ass the legal welfare of more than 
The Treasurer noted that additional unspent money fr9m, this Each panel consisted of rep· Despite the American Psychi­ the one litigating plaintiff in an 
year may become available for next year's budgeting and could be resentatives of the practicing legal atric Association's removal of ho• employment action. Although no 
allocated supplementally next September. She warned the directors, world, the academic legal sphere, mosexuality from their list of Supreme Court decision has as yet 
however, that the budget was 11 tight" at this point and should not and the gay movement. Included mental disorders, the legal system vindicated the rights of gays to 
exceed expected revenues. among the gay activists were the still reflects the unenlightened unhampered employment oppor­
Prior to the consideration of budgets, the SBA approved general nationally known Franklin view that gay people may be tunities, the upcoming court 
budget guidelines for fixing allocation formulas for various activities. Kameny and Bruce Voeller of the treated differently from their agenda should afford them the 
Office supplies were limited to $25 per organization, while convention National Gay Task Force, William heterosexual counterparts in the chance. 
expenses, which most organizations request, were calculated on the Thorn of the Lambda Defense law. As conference participants The family-property law panel 
cost of air fare for one person plus $75 for food and lodging. While the Fund, and Nath Rockhill of the pointed out, howCver, it is not was less optimistic yet jllst as in­
total amOunt for convention expenses was limited to $500 per organ­ New York State Coalition of Gay only the legal system in its statu­ formative. Cautioning that the 
ization the directors deleted a provision barring organizations from Organizations. Also participating tory confines but the prejudices legal system cannot deal with all 
reques{ing supplemental convention .money next year. . were law professors 'Jacob Hyman, of judges in many cases which of the types of harassment which 
For the first time, organizations were allowed money for intra­ Howard Mann, Louis Swartz· and color the legal treatment of gays. gay people endure, attorney 
county travel expenses, such money limited to $10 per organization Dannye Holley as well as Buffalo In an attempt to understand the William Gardner discussed the 
to provide transportation for invited spealc.ers and guests. In addition, attorneys Barbara Handschu and social and political forces operat­ "custom barrier" which the legal 
full -service telephones were, due to organization dissatisfaction with William 'Gardner and Syracuse ing against the homosexual ~n . system reflects in gay marriage 
the campus phones they had this year, supplied for those organizations attorney Bonnie Strunk. The most areas of the law, the confer­ and child custody suits. Adding to 
sharing offices in rooms 118 (Lawyers Guild, tsCRRC, ELS, Gay Law Criminal Law panel also featured ence began by examining the po­ his assessment, Barbara Handschu 
Students), 506 (BALSA) , 509 (AWLS), and 604 (PRLSA, ACLU, Buffalo City Court Justice Alo is tential of the litigative and legis­ described the situation of two of 
International Law). -continued on page !I and Kenneth P. lative approaches to legal reformMazur Captain -conlinued on page 4 
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Editorials 
Silver Clouds, 
Dark Linings 
With the last issue of the academic year has come the 
opportunity to refl ect, with some degree of detachment, 
upon the developments of th e year now passing, the year in 
which the law school's dream of an adequate physical plant 
became·reality. 
To be sure, O'Brian Hall had its "bugs,"ranging from no 
heat to balky elevators, but by the time of the building's 
dedication this April, the early grumbling had given way to 
ap prec iat ion , o r at least satisfact ion, with a physical pl ant 
whith was for once commensurate with th e School's 
mission. 
Ironically , the removal of physical defi c iencies as the 
peren nial pro blem has had the effect of shifting attention to 
o ther problems which had previously paled beside· facilities 
shortcomings, particularly problems relating to preceived 
academic deficienci es in the professional program. As might 
be expected , academic deficiencies were firs t felt by 
students, and various defici encies have been protested this 
year by business, labor, environmental, and intern at iona) law 
afficianados. The administrat ion, while highl y defensive 
about allegations of such deficiencies, has at leas t recognized 
.,/',problem areas" in the cu rricu lum and made effo rts, albeit 
of midlin success, at remedy . 
Faculty-student relationships seemed to prosper in the 
improved faci liti es, if for no other reason than that the 
relative isol ation of North Campus virtu all y fo rced 
interaction. To the surprise of almost everyone, th e faculty, 
faced wit.h widespread student dissatisfaction, reversed itself 
o n the addition of a Q+ tier to the gradi'ng system, implicitly 
conceding that it might have made a mistake in not work ing 
in c loser consultation with students. Perhaps out of that 
confrontat ion, now amicably resolved, will come the mutual 
respect and reci procal trust th at ought id eall y to characterize 
faculty-student rel at ions. 
Much criticism, some well-founded . and some utte rl y 
vacuous, has been directed at the administration this year, 
but though our administrato rs have ce rta inl y suffe red , th e ir 
share of gaffs, one can only be appreciative at the access ibil ­
ity of people f rom Provost Schwartz on down through the 
hierarchy . If accessibility is indeed the sine qua non of 
successful administration, then we ought to have confidence 
that the student voice, however critical at times, will be 
heard in the offices where policy is made and implemented. 
The year the Law School acquired its new facilities was, 
due obviously to the ava il ability of those facilities, the year 
in which admission s were greatly expanded, resulting in over 
300 students entering th e first-year class. The enlarged 
student body encouraged hopes for a greater diversity of 
student interests and the reinvigoration of student life at th e 
Law School, but for some inexplicabl e reason, the end of the 
year has brought observations that the old bete noir of 
student life, apathy, has only kept pace with or even 
exceeded the expansion in numbers. 
\Vorse even than the apathy, however, is the unfortun­
ate rancor which has polarized those students who have been 
active in extracurricular activities this year, a rancor and 
polarization attributable to the insistence of a relative few 
that ideology be injected into student activities previously of 
a professional character. With the vast majority of students 
insulated in their apathy, the "ideologues" and th e " pro­
fessionals " seem indeed to be squaring off against one 
another at all levels, with the inevitable result that the 
banners of professionalism have been left in sorry tatters. 
There are, .of course, other problems on the horizon, 
among them placement diffi culties a~d faculty appoint­
men \5, but if this School is to succeed iJl its high aspirations, 
the more immediate probl em is the troubling issue of 
"professionalism ," as it includes within its scope the very 
definition of professional educat ion, the image of ,the 
professional student, and even the desti ny of the legal 
profession . • 
It is not too much to suggest that, unless this persiste nt 
probfe·m is given attention, all the achievements of the past 
.ye.ar migh t ,well have ultimately been for naught. 
"Teat Suckling, Editor Biting" Nixon Tax Called Fraud 
suck li ng"); 
It's getting hard to concentrate To the Editor, 
To the editor: on the basic purpose of regal edu­As I read the last issue of the 
cation: learning how to make 
The report issued by the highlyOpinion ,in its entirety, including 
"news 
1
stories," "edi torials',' ' "ed i· money. . 
At the risk of biting the editor respected and nonpartisan staff of tori al notes," and "Briefs," I see 
the fo llowing general picture of that feeds me, I hope it gets even the Joint Committee on In ternal 
worse. Revenue Taxation of the Congressthe Law School as the view of 
fohn Stuart has disclosed that Pres.ident NixonOpinion's edi tor: 
owes $444,022 in back taxes plusBecause of (1) encroachment 
Ed itor's note: With this level of interest .for the years 1969-1972 . on the "professional program" 
Curriculum by " social justice" debate, joh n, it cer tai nl y will. But This has alarmed and shocked the 
for those readers who prefer a nation . The President's tax prob­courses dealing with civi l liberties, 
more intelligent exposi tion of the lems have sev~rely damaged his 
women's rights, law and soc ia l 
criminal procedure) co.nsumerism, 
issues involved in defi ning the pro­ ability to remain in office. 
change, etc; and (2) consta nt dis­ fe ss ional program, Opinion has This report on Mr. Nixon's tax­
trac tions by 11 radicals, " including printed what we hope is the first es also found instances of im­
speakef's, posters, and appearances installment of an open discuss ion proper conduct that had not been 
at SBA meetings (not to mention of those iss ues on page 31 brought t o p.ublic attention 
more exotic activities like "cow­ "Whither the Professional Pro­ before. The prestigious commi ttee 
s I a ugh te r i rlg" a nd " te at- gram?" revealed that a number of Federal 
expenditures during Mr. Nixon's 
first term had be11efitted him per­Volume 14, Number 13 Opinion sonally and should have beenMay°14, 1974 taxed as personal income. 
Editor-in-Chief: Ray Bowie Among these ·illegal expendi ­
tu res were $92,298 in public 
Managi ng Editor: Shell ey Tay lor Convi ssar fu nds used to improve Ni xon 's 
private estates and $5,391 in Fed­Photography Editor : Terry Centner Business Manager: Dennis Pasiak 
Alumni Editor: Earl S. Carre l eral funds used for a 11 masq ued 
ball" give_n.. by hi s daughter Tricia. 
Staff: Cheryl Pestell, Gary Muldoon, Da ve Stever, Cindy Lowney, Robin 
Festures Editor: Kay Wigtfl 
Article 11, Section 1, Paragraph 
A. S~ inner. - 7 of the Constitution of the U­
rlited States is as follows: 
academic year. It is the student newspaper of the State University of New 
Opinion is published eve ry 01her week, except for vacati~n s, _d uring the 
11 Th ~ President shall, at stated 
York at Buffalo School of Law, John l ord O'Brian Hall , SUNY/B, times, receive for his ser~ices, a 
Amherst Campus, Buffalo, New York 14260'. The views expressed in thi s Compensation, which s~all neit~er · pape r are not necessaril y th ose of the Editorial Board of staff of Opinion. 
Opinion is a non:profit orga ni za tion. Third Class postage entered at be increased nor diminished dur­
ing the Period for which he shal l 
Editorial Po li cy is determ ined by the Editor-in-Chief. 
Buffalo, New' Yl.:irk1'. 
have been · elected, and he shall 
Opinion iS funded by SBA funds from Stud ent Law Fees. Lfl not rece ive within that Period any 
-continued on p/.1ge 7 
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UB lntern~tionalLaw Society 
Attends D.C. Conference 
by Robin A: Skinner his proposal that U.S. capital should stay at home, 
not only for the benefit of the other nations, but 
"U.S. rea ltions with Canada and Mexico" was also as a boost to our own saggi ng economy as well. 
the topic of the 68th Annual Meeting of the His suggest ions included the passage of an effective 
American Society of In ternational Law held recently Foreign Investment Contro l Act by Congress (a bill 
in Washington1 D.C. Nine members of the which he has twice presented to the Senate), the, 
In ternational Law Society attended the three-day establishment of a North American Common 
conference of symposia, panel discuss ions and Market, and drastic changes in U.S. tax laws which 
workshops. Distinguished members of the bar from give credits for capiial gains made in foreign
seyeral nat ions were in attendance, as experts from countries. William Tetley of Quebec outlined a set of 
the three countries on the North American continent nine conditions which foreign nat ions ought to meet 
presented their views on relevant topics in before being allowed to invest in Canada. The 
continental relat ions. conditions are designed to integrate the investments 
The workshop on "Revising the Rules of War" of fore ign nations into the local economy. Andreas 
drew a particularly large audience. There the results Lowenfeld of the New York University Law School 
of the February-March 1974 Diplomatic Conference spoke in defense of'foreign investments claiming that 
were discussed as was the upcoming continuat ion Of the present age is extremely nat ionalistic and that · 
the conference in the fa ll. The focal poi nts included only big business has a genuine "world interest." 
expansion of the Geneva Conference to improve its Rehabilitation of the continental neighborhood 
operation in periods of war and expansion of was the subject of two panels, the first on pollution 
protection of civilians in time of war. An controls, and the second on drug controls: These 
amendment to Article I of that Conference was were areas where it was felt that continental 
·discussed which would include, as international legislation might be especially effective. On the 
conflict, wars against alien occupation, colonial subject of pollution, it was noted that preventive as 
domination, and racist regimes. Limitation of we ll as rehabilitative legislation was needed . It was 
weapons was also discussed in light of Swedish proposed that the basic ·guid~lines be internat~ona1 , 
proposals that wou ld ban the use of indiscriminate and within that. framework there should be regional 
or tortuous methods of warfare. A special committee controls since ecological regions often cross national 
of experts from several governments will be held in boundaries wi thout encompassing all of any one 
JuOe under the sponsorship of the Internat ional Red nation. 
Cross to fu rther analyze such weapons and to make In the area of drLig control, it was contended by 
recommendations to the full conference in the fa ll. Mexico that its real problem was no t with drug
Of special in terest in this age of multinational usage, but with growth for export. The Canadian 
corporations was the panCI "Shou ld lnvestme~t representative noted the time -lag between the 
Capital Stay Home?" In the Canadian-U.S. dialogue, eruption of a drug problem in the U.S. and the 
it was revealed that most Canadians favor at least development of a problem of like proport iQns in 
pilrtial restrictions on the U.S. investment of capital Canada, the basic problem being of a similar nature. 
in their country. The Foreign Investment R..eview The Canadian Commission on Drug Control has 
Act recently passed in Canada se ts up some internal recommended that there be no offense for simple 
control over new investments by corporations in 
Canada. Senator Vance Hartke (D-lnd iana) ·outlined 
- contl'lued on page 4 
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The 
People's
Progress 
by Shelley Taylor Convissar 
.. We have been prisoners of war all our lives." said 
Gladys Bissonette describing her Indian tribe before the 
Wounded Knee incident last yea r. On Apri l 241 under the 
auspices of the Distinguished Visitors Forum, -Ms. 
Bissonette expl~incd the conditions of repression and 
corruption which eventuall y led her, among many others, 
lo go lo Wounded Knee and to defend their seige for 72 
days as a symbolic rejection of the ·tribal government of 
Richard Wil so n. 
Her voice rising and deepening with obvious emotion, 
Gladys Bissonette spoke eloquentl y about the struggles of 
the Indian people in general and her tribe in particular. 
Giving the law students present an otherwise unavailable 
insight into the work ings of the legal system in this now 
infamous clash, Ms. Bissonette's mcssagl'::, however, went 
far beyond Wounded Knee or the Indian movement. 
In her descrip'tion of her reservation under the 
"Wilson regime," it was clear that this woma n had 
experienced the malfunction of our legal system of laws 
and due process. Listenil)g to her explain how Wilson, as 
their tribal chairman, imposed a reign of terror upon his 
own people on the reservation through the use of his 
"goons" and by jailing any group of three people talking 
together, the audience began to comprehend what the 
absence of freedom can mean. 
Eventually, she explained, when Wilson brought 150 
marsha ll s onto the reservation and prohibited all meetings 
among the Indians on the land, the people joined members 
of the Amer ican Indian Movement (AIM ) and sough't 0 to 
redress the ir grievances through an impeachment hearing. 
At the hearing, however, Wilson 's sentence of suspension 
for twenty days was reduced by Wilson himself, to ten 
days. Since the debate by the counselmen was limited tq 
-continued on pag"e 5 
Amerikon 
Injustice 
by The National Lawyers Guild 
This mon'th, the Notional Lawyers Guild Is turning 
its column over to a guest writer, Brother Aki/ (Herbie 
Scott Deane), one of the Indicted Attlca Brothers. The 
following letter was received fromAkil eorlierthismonth, 
Dear Students of Law at the University of Buffalo: 
Having read the Buffalo Courier•Express of April 22, 
1974, I fo und entitled "Gov. Wilson 's Presence at 
Dedication Assailed," which was a letter to the editor of 
sa id newspaper pertaining to Gov. Wilson's position, 
Former Governor Rockefe ller's (Rocky), and the Attica 
trials. 
It therefore becomes incumbent upon me to write to 
you letting you know . that your laudable endeavor is 
recognized and appreciated by the Supported. 
Of the many slogans you will hear anon about Attica 
is that Attica is All of Us! How true! 
So when you who are future lawyers of the 'land 
express your views on such· an issue as ours, it bears 
watching. 
Oftentimes it has been said that tt,e judicial system 
in America ls against the black, brown, red, yellow, poor 
whites, and the vocal/radical whites. This is an uncontested 
statement. 
As you mentioned in your letter, the Governor has 
seen fi t to allocate enormol.Js amounts of money for the 
(Attica) Prosecutor 's staff, for the furtherance of 
prosecutorial and investigatory activit ies, which have yet 
produced one single indictment against any state 
employees or officials. 
This makes our argument that there is selecfille 
enforcement of the low tenable lega ll y and politically . 
The newspapers for the last three days have been 
substantiating the claim , predicated upon an alleged article 
in theNewsday newspaper•of Long Island . 
Yesterday, April 24, 1974, Judge Ball officially 
empaneled the second or new grand jury, discardj ng the 
various motions of opposition submitted by the ABLD 
(Attica Brothers Legal Defense). · 
We deem such disregard as violative of our Human 
Rights, which supercedes Criminal Law and Constitutional 
Law, -continued on page 5 
Whither the Professional Program? 
Comment . . . 
by John Henry Schlegel 
I was unhappy to read your recent (April 30, 1974) 
editori al on reo rdering of priorities at the Law School, not 
because I do not believe that such a reordering is 
necessary, but rather because your comments reflect what 
are to me, at least, trou blesome assumptions about what 
priorities are now and what priori ties ought to be in the 
future. 
First, with respect to actual prioriti es, the suggestion 
that, as a result of a decision of the faculty, "a lion's share 
of new money and manpower resources" is bei ng 
committed to projects "related to the social sciences, law 
refo rm efforts and ideological fashion" is almost 
incred ible. The only social science that may be thriving at 
the Law School in terms of money and manpower is 
sociology. Economics is hardly all pervasive; indeed it is 
almost invis ible. Anthropology is invisible, as is political 
science, .while psychology is non-existent. Cleo receives hCr 
due with one course from R. W. Gordon and one from 
Janet Harring. So much for the social sciences. As for law 
reform efforts; a look at th e two entire columns of courses 
that make up the tentative course schedul e for 74-75 turns 
up no real targets other than correction litigation. Indeed, 
two current ly offered, potential targe ts for your 
fire- women's rights and social legislation- are not even on 
the 74-75 list. That leaves ideological fashion- a code word 
for crimiilal law related courses, I assume. Concentration, 
as limited as it is, on such courses is, I suggest, not 
evidence of facul ty priorities as much as evidence of the 
co in cide nce of communicated student interest and 
ava il~ble supplementary funds. For evidence of studen t 
interest, I suggest that you consider the relatively 
astonishing scenario of an interested studeiit seeking out 
John Henry Schlegel as a possible instructor for a course in 
post-conviction litigation ; that is surely beating the bushes. 
For evidence of the availability of funds for clinical and 
c rimin al progra ms and virtually none other from 
government agencies and private fo undations I suggest that 
a few hours be spent trying to discover money for say, tax 
planning courses, in either of the holy "grant" books. So 
much for the roar of the lion. 
Second, with respect to future priorities, the 
prediction that we are in for more of the same, while, as a 
result of 11deliberate neglect."' 0 more traditional, yet 
utilitarian, courses have been left to wither on the vine/' 
is, though not incredible, equally misleading. However, I 
am not particularly interested in challenging the accuracy 
of your prediction, although, as on·e of those commercial 
law types, I am interested in seeing that it does not come 
true. Rather, I wish to sug&est that the assumptions 
underlying the prediction are particularly bothersome tq 
me. 
. I detect in your words the lament that the traditional 
bar review c9urses are dying. What puzzles me is why you 
or anyone else cares. With the " recent" increase ln the 
quality of the student body, I doubt that there are more 
than a few students left at Buffalo who need do more than 
give serious attention to a bar review course in order to 
pass the bar exam. If I am correct, (and even if I am not, I 
wonder whether Buffalo should be permitting any student 
to graduate who needs three years'of preparation in order 
to pass the bar exam} then• why the interest in these, 
"dying··grape" courses? Initially, two possibilities come to 
mind . 
Perhaps interest is a function of sheer fasci nat ion; 
evidence and future interests are for the vast major ity of 
the student body, the most exciting conceivable courses in 
the curriculum. To simpl y state the assumption is, I 
suggest, to invite shavian laughter, for the "dying grapes" 
are in fact the core of the traditional law school 
c urri c ulum, histori cally much maligne·d by students 
because it was so boring. The move away from this core of 
courses was made in response to student complaints about 
how terrible the second and third years of law school were. 
If the more0 esoteric" courses do not satisfy complaints, 
and the 11 dying grapes" caused them, in what. direction 
should a faculty go? Up! 
On the other hand it may be that the "dying grapes" 
are somehow thought to be relevant to the career goals of 
the "students voicing legitimate concern" over· th~e 
imminent death of these courses. Or.P. might, however, 
question the plau9ibility of this suggestion. I venture to say 
that no more than one in one hundred graduates will see a 
real sales problem; such problems effectively do not exist. 
And who other than lawyers engaging in jury trials, a 
miniscule fraction of the bar, will ever need to know the 
rules of evidence? No, I find it difficult to believe tha t 
career goals are the root of student concern when less than 
one hundred stu~ents, indeed, I suspect, less than 
-continued on pagt 6 
Reply ••• 
by Ray Bowie 
Open debate relat ive to the School's academic 
priorities has indeed been long overdue, and though it is 
unfortunate that the debate has blossomed so late in the 
year, Opinion welcomes the contribution of Mr . Schlegel 
in th is issue and hopes that the exchange of issues wi ll spur 
the participation of other facul ty and students in an 
ongoing.dialogue next year. 
Mr. Schlegel notes, for starters, his incredulity at the 
suggestion th at a disproportionate amount of manpower 
and materi al resources are being funnelled into areas 
"more related to the social sc iences, law reform efforts, 
and ideological fashion," a suggestion advanced in an 
ed ito ri al last issue which draws its support from the 
Long•Range Plann ing Report on Legal Studies, the trend in 
recent faculty ap po intm ents, a nd the emerging 
configuration of course and cli nical offer:ings. 
Indeed, the areas cited are hardly inherently 
objectionable, except perhaps for some of the more 
fad dis.h offerings that boast little substance, but given the 
current budget retrenchment and the concomitant fai lure 
of the facu lty to secure needed appoi ntments, the editorial 
took the position that such areas are essentially peripheral 
to the professional program and are general ly ill -suited to 
benefit from the type of major diversion of faculty 
resources that would be required for the development of 
legal studies programs, of which the proposed criminal 
justice special ist clinic was offe red as an example. 
Prof. Schlegel notes that concentration of resources in 
these peripheral eras is less evidence of fac ulty enthusiasm 
than of a "coincidence of communica ted student in te rest 
and ava ilable suppl ementary funds." Both fac tors, whil e 
real enough , miss the editorial's point that the facu lty, in 
their co ll ective capacity, have a responsibi lity to insure a 
well -rounded professional;,P,r,ogram that might have to 
transcend communicated student in terest and the lure of 
grant money where such create ·an imbalance in program 
offerings. Certainly, the student interest that is 
communicated to facul ty is not an infall ib le index to the 
multitude of professional interests which characterize 
students here, for the phcnomenon'·Js often known where 
twenty students imbued with great•enthusiasm can exert 
an infl uence all out of proportion to their numbers or the 
worth of the particular object of en thusiasm. As far as the 
temptat ion of governmen t or priva te grants, the 
avai labllit,y of such money is not necessarily a function of 
the professional worth of the programs selected for 
funding, and a fac ulty which succumbs to grants and 
tai lors its programs accordingly is indeed a faculty which 
has abdicated its responsibility of independent academic 
jud8,ment. 
Mr. Schlegel interprets the editorial in question to be a 
lament ihat "the trad itional bar review courses arc dying.'' 
which it might well be if "traditional bar review courses" 
are equiva lent to those course offeri ngs wh ich are 
professionally relevant to what the ~vast majori ty of 
practitioners do after admission to the bar. There i.s no 
attempt to suggest here that such courses are all or equally 
relevant to the faTrly diverse career goals of such a large 
number of 'students, but rather that, coll ectively, such 
courses do form a corpus of substantive material that the 
vast majori ty of attorneys run across now and aga in in 
practice, except perhaps if they teach at universities. It is 
conceivable that it is for this very reason that they 
became and still remai n .. the traditional bar review 
courses." 
Mr. Schlegel suggests, to the contrarY, that many 
students are motivated to take "traditional courses" 
simply because they fea r that such areas will be covered on 
-continued on page 6 
... Rejoinder 
I agree that- it may be a bit late to begin a debate 
about academic priorities. However, lest our discussion 
seem like ships passi ng in the night, I suggest the following. 
Our bone of contCntion is surely over the quest ion: What 
is peripheral to a program of professional study in law? 
That question may also be stated as its converse: What is 
central-in your words "professionally relevant"- to such a 
program? I have questioned the centrality of the courses 
most students consider to be 0 professionally relevant." I 
am not satisfied with your reply on this point for reasons 
that could be developed at length from suggestions about 
the insti tu tional strengths of a law school that I made in 
my final paragraph. Shall we save that debate for Fa ll ? 
John Henry Schlegel 
Agreed. Faculty ond student contributions on this Issue 
Invited. , R.J .B. · 
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SBA Delves Into 
1974-75 Budget 
-continued from pog~ 1 
Of the budgets themselves, the most noticeable change next year 
over this was th e centrali zation of services in SBA itse lf and major 
increases in funding for such services, with the result that nex t year 's 
SBA operations budget comprises 51% of the total money available to 
SBA as compared to 38% this year. 
Of the lines within the SBA operatio ns budget, prac ticall y all 
received increases over last yea r, the only exception being Graduat ion 
wh ich was cut fro m SSOO th is year to $400 next. Orientation, on the 
other hand , was boosted from $400 this year to $1400 nex t Sep­
tember, $350 going to present the movie Poper Chase and another 
$400 for each SBA organiza tio n to offer its own orientat ion ac ti vi ties. 
An item causing some debate before finally bei ng rejec ted. was a 
Budget committee recommendation for st ipends, for wh ich $ 1,400 
would have been provided for the SBA President, Treasurer, and 
Opinion edito r. Only one vote was recorded in favor of the stipends, 
indicating ac tual defections form the Budget Commi ttee's ranks and 
continu ing SBA re luctance to provide any stipend assistance for 
students. 
Another item, for which $1,000 was approved, th at could 
generate controve rsy was Sub-Board's requr.s t fo r 1/3 of SSA's money 
in order to provi de University-wide services and activities open to law 
sLUdents. The Budget Committee's fee ling th at $1,000 was the 
maximum SBA could afford was, however, sustai ned by the directors. 
- centner
In other lines, not yet considered by the d irectors as Opinion 
went to press, the Budget Committee has recommended $1012 for the Gay Status Conference Members: {I tor) William Thom, Lambda Defense Fund; Sue Silber; Don Michaels, 
SBA Athletic Committee, up from $600 this year, which increase President, Buffalo Mottachine Society; Dr. Kameny, Notional Gay Task Force; Nath Rockhill, NYS Coalition 
would provide an extra $500 so ·that ind ividual law students could use of Goy Organizations; Jame Zais. 
gym fac il ities free of charge. Social Committee, having received $2,000 
this yea r, was recommended for $3,475 next year, permitting 2 large 
parties, 1 picnic, 3 happy hours, 3 wine and cheese par ti es, Conference Studies Gay Status
"commuhity events transporta tion," and money for the separate social 
funct ions of SBA organizations. 
Mos t SBA organization budgets reflect either cuts or "zero 
growth11 relat ive to their allocations this year, with Opinion funded for 
OQIY 11 issues next year instead of 14, BALSA cut from $1800 th ls --continued from page I Syrac u se attorney Bonnie judge sai d th at if a law ha.s a po­
yea r to $1,155 next year, Law Women from $7 10 to $538, Strunk explained that the court in tential fo r abuse, as many say 
Environmental Law Society from $475 to $285, PRLSA from $ 700 to her present clients who, as les­ a case she handled recently for a these loiteri ng statutes do, then 
$220, and PAD from $910 lo $0. Other organizations received bians, are forced to fight their ex­ lesbian mother ruled that · the they should be removed from the 
increases, most particularly Distinguished Visitors Forum , which was husbands for th e support of the ir child must be removed from her penal code. 
r~commended for $3,540 next year .as compared to $2500 this year. respective childrf?,n:.,, From ' the custody because a psychiatrist Bruce Voeller, as Executive 
Several new organizations received budget recommendations for the natural ly conserva ti ve viewpoint found, in examining the child, Direc tor of the National Gay TasJ< 
first time, among them Buffalo Legisla tion Project ($290) and Gay of most male judges, she added, that there was a poss ibility of fu­ Force, condemned the soli citation 
Law Students ($35) . the cus tody of children LP gay ture behavior problems although and soc!omy laws. !n his state-
The Opinion Newsletter wi ll endeavor to present reports on SBA peopl.e (even their own parents) rs none exist to date~ Although she : ment, he mai ntainett types -of hat­
budget developments as they occur. frightening . is appealing the decision , Ms. rassme nt which gay people 
Strunk pointed out that the ex­ endure , attorney William Gerdner 2 
,-,onanuedf,omp•·· pert testimony needed to prove Further, he stated, if the solicita• 
the fitness of the mother· as a tion laws were invalidated or 
healthy fo rce in the chi ld 's li fe is taken off the books, the consensu­
UQ lnternat'I Law Socie"ty 
Attends D.C. Conference an exp~nsi've proposition and very al sodomy laws would" also fa ll. It 
possession of cannabis and "speed " and that a hero in 
maintenance program be established comparable to 
the one presently in operat ion in Grea t B'ritaln . 
Former Attorney General Richard Kleindienst, who 
was the spokesman for the U.S., stressed the need 
for world-wide cooperation in the control of the 
flow o f drugs. One nation ac ting alone cannot be 
successful, ther~fo re o ther nations must be 
convinced that the growth of the drug problem 
anywhere will eve ntually hurt them also. 
Ira Glasser from the New York Civi l Liberties 
Union po in~ out the paradox of current drug laws 
which claim to help so lve the problem while in 
reality they -are making the situation worse. 
Enforcemer\t of present laws causes a scarcity of 
hero in on the market. To make the ~vailable supply 
go further, other substances are cut in . He blames 
the so-called "overdose" dea ths on these other 
substances rather than on the heroin itself. He 
recommended a pure drug contro l system instead of 
the complete outl aw o f drugs. The problem, as rai sed 
by the commentator to the panel, was whether drugs 
could be lega li zed in view of the 1961 International 
Congress on Drugs. 
The panel on "The Rights of In digenous 
Peoples" was chaired by Professor Louis B. Sohn of 
. Harvard Law School and co-author with Professor 
Thomas Buergenthal of the book, International 
Protection of Human Rights. Co-sponsored by the 
U.S. Institute of Human Rights, this panel dealt with 
the rights of the Indian population in the three 
nat ions. As no ted Dy Drew Kerschen o f the 
University of Oklahoma School of Law, being a 
member of a race is a cultural matter, not one of 
blood quantum, and hence a chiinge in national 
attitude is necessary. The rights sought by these 
indigenous populations ar:e not rights for an 
individual, but rather rights for an entire culture, the 
group of persons taken collec t ively. 
An annual highlight of the American Society o f 
International Law meeting is the Philip C. Jessup 
International Law Moot Court Competition, an 
international student competition based on a current 
issue of international law. 
On Saturday, the Society presented the final 
round of the Jessup competition. Participants in the 
round were the University of Texas, representing the 
United States, and Haile Selassie School, 
rep resenting Ethiopia. The Univers ity of Texas won 
the competi tion by one point, based on the 
combined written brief and oral arguments 
presented. 
0 
This year's question concerned the rights of a 
coas tal nation to ex tend its soverignity over 
subsurface deposits on the ocean floor beyond 
traditional boundary limits. Arguments raise~ within 
the subject of soverignity included the perennial 
controversy over rights of "developed" and 
"developing" nations, wor ld ownership of the ocean 
and its resources versus national ownership, and the 
va lidi ty o f certain international treaties and 
resolutions. . 
Representing SUNY/ Buffalo l aw School in this 
year' s regional competilion were Joe Burden, Mi ke 
Ounl avey and Pat Guara. The team won second 
place. 
The annual meeting of the ASsociat ion of 
Student Internat ional Law Societies was also held, at 
which a geographically distributed executive board 
for the coming year was elec ted : President, Don 
Pressley, Georgetown; Vice-President , Jack Vayda, 
Albany; Secretary, Kip Klien, Georgia; treasurer, 
Tom Brill, Univers ity of Kansas . 
Speakers at the annual dinner at the close of the 
conference were Manfred Lachs, President of the 
In ternational court of Justice, and Hans J. 
Morgen thau of Ci ty Universit.y of New York. Peter 
Thomas, a 1973 graduate of the SUNY at Buffa lo 
Law School, was the reportef for the opening 
symposium on "The Perils of Proximity." SUNY at 
Buffalo students In attendance were Ian OeWaal, 
Steve Levine, Joe Murphy, Robin Ski nner, Jay 
Solomon, Howie Sporn, Pear l Tom , Ken Wasch , and 
Margaret Wong. 
c lea rl y prohibitive for many 
people. 
The criminal law panel, which 
of all the panels took the most 
time, was by far the most 
explosive. Since the audience was 
made .up mos tl y of members of 
the gay community, from Buffalo 
as · well as Syracuse, Ithaca and 
Rochester, the response to the 
Captain of the Vice Squad, who 
openly admits his enforcement 
(bordering on entrapment) of the 
consensual sodomy laws and the 
lo itering laWs aga inst gays, was 
predictab le. Although he stated 
emphatica lly that 11 our only inter­
est is to protec t the public," the 
amount of harassment"and clos ing 
of gay bars in Buffa lo tends to 
substantiate the statements made 
by Don Micheals, Pres ident of the 
Buffalo Mattachine Society, that 
the laws are se lectively enforced 
against gays. 
In di scussing the consensual 
sodomy laws, Just ice Mazur sta ted 
that one of the other Ci ty Court 
Judges has rul ed the New York 
penal prov ision unconstitutional 
because it defi nes an ac t in re­
lation to the status of the parties. 
Judge Mazur , in sta ting that he 
agreed with that assessment of its 
const itutionality, refused how­
ever, to say Clearly whether the 
Ci ty Court would be the ideal 
place lo challenge the law. Speak• 
ing of the other critici zed pro­
visions, the loiteri ng statutes, the 
was disclosed by Mr. Voeller that 
there is presently a tes t case being 
constructed in Virginia to test the 
constitutionality of such laws. 
Dr. Kameny described his plan 
for litigating the sodomy laws. 
Since, as Voeller explained, the 
sodom.y laws are dependant upon 
the solicitation of most male 
judges, she added, the custody of 
children to gay people letters lo 
the police commissioner and o ther . 
high ranking officials in Washing­
ton, D.C. Dr. Kameny has already 
invited them to join him in some 
deviant sexual activity. Alth ough 
that has not yet yielded the de­
sired response {i.e., arrest), Dr. 
Kameny stated that he intends to 
make his solicitat ions more invit· 
ing and then try to get immediate· 
Supreme Court review of the laws 
after soliciting the twelve federa l 
court justices in the Washington, 
O.C. area. With their automatic 
di squali fication (as parties to ths 
sui t), Dr. Kameny even suggested 
that he might solicit the conserva• 
tive arm of the Supreme Court so 
that only the remaining justices 
would be free tb rule on the con­
stitutionality o f the challenged 
solicitation laws. Although clearly 
intend~d as a bi t of Gornie relief, 
the audience was ex tremely recep• 
tive to that suggestion. 
The conference, which was en­
dorsed by the SBA, was funded 
-by the Mitchell Lecture Series, 
Distinguished Speaker's Forum 
and the Law Student Division of 
the American Bar Associa tion. 
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LawProf. Survivor 
ofWar Disaster 
by Gary Muldoon 
The 26th of November, 1943, is hardly a well-known 
date in American history. For most people, it was just 
another day in one of the months when the Allies were 
turning the tide in their advance on Germany during World 
War II. But, for a Buffalo Law School professor, among 
oJhers, the date is of great importance, for it was the day 
on which the second largest naval disaster in American 
history occurre'd. He was one of the survivors. 
Aaron Weinstein, who teaches Trial Technique at the 
Law School, was on His Majesty's Transport Rohna in 
November i943. Originally a commercial passenger vesse l, 
the Rohna was loaned to the British Navy to haul ·troops 
duri ng World War 11. On November 23, the Rohna left 
Oran, Alger ia as part of a th irteen-ship convoy headed for 
India via the Suez Canal. Aboard the Rohna were 2,183 
men: f,981 G.l.s, 7 Red Cross workers, and a 195-man 
crew, members of the British Navy. Weinstein was one of 
the Red Cross workers. 
On the afternoon of the 26th, the convoy was 
attacked by German airp lanes. The ships, aided by British 
Spitfires, fought off waves of Heinke!, Focke-Wolf, and 
Dornier planes. Both sides lost aircraft , but no German 
bombs hit the convoy. 
After less than an hour, the planes withdrew. Another 
wave of planes attacked, but they too were fought off. 
About 4:30 p.m., two more planes were spotted a few 
miles away from the convoy. One of them was a Hei nkel 
177 bomber, carryi ng a glider bomb. 
With a burst of flame, the bomb roared from its 
launching pad under the bomber. No one aboard the 
Rohna knew exactly what it was. The ship's captain 
described it as "something with fl ames coming out astern." 
An army officer tho ught it was a plane on fire. The bomb 
continued on its controlled dive. Foi- a while it looked like 
it would miss, but someone aboard the Heinkel made a 
correction on the radio-controlled bomb and adjusted its 
flight path. The bomb hit the Rohna almost amidships, 
near the waterline. The devastating explosion it caused 
inflicted.a mortal wound on the ship. 
· Weinste in was in one of the ship's corridors when the 
-~mf~r;'3kan Injustice 
What we should concern ourselves with regarding the 
Attorney General's wish on this empanelment of the new 
grand jury, as opposed to the continuation of the one that 
has sat for two and one half years is: , 
Why did he allow the old grand jurors to sit so long 
with so many stated contradictions? What 'task can the 
new grand jury undertake that the old one could not? How 
long wi ll this one sit? Will there be more indictments?'Will 
they be against prisoners or will they be against state 
employees and officials? If they are aga inst state officials 
and employees, will the charges be substantive? 
You asked a very cogent and pertinent qu.estion 
when you asked, " How can truth and justice emerge from 
this gross abuse of the adversary process?" 
I/we also believe that the ind ictments against us 
(Attica lndictees) must be dropped and that the real 
cr iminals must be brought to justice. 
You can efficaciously deal with such aims by 
gathering massive student drives of petition campaigns to 
be sent to Judge Ball at the Supreme Court of Erie, 25
Turn of the Screw-----
by Ian DeWaal 
The best way to end any year 
is with good news and as far as 
financial aid is concerned that's 
what I have. On May 8 I called the 
office of Assemblyman Peter ). 
Costigan who was one of the 
sponsors of the move to revamp 
the Scholar Incentive program in 
order to provide more aid to stu­
dents at private universities. I 
spoke to Mr. Bennett, who is the 
Executive Director of the As· 
sembly SelectCommitteeon High • 
er Education (of which Mr. Costi­
gan is chairman) . 
The Scholar Incentive program 
wil l not be cha nged for graduate 
students ne xt year, according to 
Mt. Bennett. The o nly change in 
the program will be one that sole• 
ly affects students who wi ll be en­
tering their freshman year on the 
undergraduate level. 
I made an additional ca ll to the 
Regents Scholarship Bureau to in­
quire about changes in the State 
University Scholarship program. 
There apparently will be none. 
The SUS Program · will also con­
tinue unchanged for next year. 
This means that if you rece ive a 
max imum Scholar Inc e nti ve 
award, the balance of yo ur: tuition 
will be covered by a SUS. 
Applications for Scholar ln­
cenlive will be avai lable in June. If 
you don't reCe ive one in the mail, 
write to the Scholar Incentive 
Bureau, 99 Washington Street, Al· 
bany, New York. If you are go ing 
to summer school, you will use 
this app lication to also apply for 
summ er scholar incentive as­
sistance. However, you will have 
to advance summ er tuition and 
get it refunded when the school 
receives a check in the fa ll semes· 
ter . 
Delaware Avenue, Buffalo, N.Y. 14202, al Part Ill of the 
Supreme Court, and copies to Governor Malcolm Wilson's 
office and to the United Nations. . 
I suggest that you contact the defense committee to 
get the fi lm Attica by Cinda Firestone, show it to as many 
classes as possible, and educate the campus commun ity 
about the significance of the Attica ·cases and their 
relatedness to student's struggle, and above all the over-all 
struggle for independence and national liberation in Africa, 
Asia, Latin America, and self-determination domestically 
for the Native Americans, Blacks, Latinos, Women, 
Workers, etc. 
The adaptation of the above will help fu rther the 
concept that Attica is All of Us. 
Thank you for taking the time to read this letter. 
Thanks for your past, present , and your upcoming levels of 
support. 
Aki/ (Herbie Scott Deane) 
An Attica lndlctee for oil 
Attica lndictees 
bomb hit. The blast sent him spinning." lt was like falling 
down, down, into a bottomless pit." 
11 1 was too surpri sed to know whether I was hurt. 1 
just began fumbling through the darkness and wreckage for 
the stairs. Darkness, it was everywhere. Because there was 
no power, there were no lights. It was li ke a tomb." 
The ship took 90 mi nutes to sink. With her went 1002 
soldiers, 3 Red Cross workers, and 120 of the ship's crew. 
It was America's second greatest naval loss of World War 
11. The worst loss, of course, was at Pearl Harbor, where 
1104 were killed when the U.S.S. Arizona sank. 
On ly eight of the Rohna's twenty-two li feboats were 
launched, and some of these capsized or sank when they 
hit the water. Weinstein was not in one of the boats, but 
was alone in th e oi ly water, supported by the life preserver 
and the memory of his wife and child . An oar floated to 
him and he grabbed on. Soon he heard other men's voices 
in the darkness. 
Thre.e escor t· ships from the convoy wen t to pick up 
survivors, but they were hampered by rough water and 
darkness. Three men on a raft came alongside an American 
minesweeper to be picked up but were sucked under the 
ship and mangled by the propellers . . 
After hours in the water, Weinstein was picked up. An 
amber light stru ck his eyes, and a vo ice ca lled out to him, 
"Grab the li fe preserver."He reached for it and put his 
right arm through, but he couldn' t unclasp his left arm 
fro m the oar. Finally, somebody grabbed him by the hair 
and pulled him aboard . 
The sinking of the Rohna 'acco un ted for almost 
one-third of the American troopship losses suffered by the 
United States in th e European : theatre. Yet (ts st0ry has 
been kept quiet, not just during the war, when security 
was tight, but also si nce the war's end. 
The day after the si nki ng of the Rohna, U.S. 
newspapers reported the fo llow ing: 
ALGIERS, Nov. 27 (UPl) - The Germans used thei r 
most formidable bombers- giant Focke-Wolf Kuriers and 
Hei nke l 177s - in a heavy attack on an Allied 
Mediterranean convoy yesterday, bu t first reports showed 
today that damage had been negligible and the enemy had 
lost nine planes. ' 
All students on work study tor 
the summer who have not yet 
seen me about a job shou ld do so 
immediately. The summer grant 
begins on June 17 and runs out 
when you exhaust your award, or 
when the fall term begins, which­
ever is first. 
Those students who had work 
study this spring semester can 
continue working up until June 
30 or until their funds run out, 
whichever comes first. 
If you are goi ng to apply for a 
New York Higher Edlication As­
sis.lance Corporation Loan for 
next fa ll , please submit your ap· 
plication to the Registrar's office 
by June 15. This is not a deadline 
but rather a date which will hope­
fully assure you of having the 
chej;k avai lab le when school starts 
in the fa ll. 
Have a nice summer! 
The Student Law Wi ves As­
socia tion was asked to participate 
as jurors in the mock trials for the 
Trial TeC:hnique course, held on 
Saturday, May 4, in the County 
and City Courts downtown. Those 
who were able to attend found ii 
an in teresti ng and rewarding ex­
perience, and their presence was 
greatly appreciated by the stu­
dents in the course. 
Law Wi ves have tried in the 
past to make themselves usef1,1I to 
the School and community. They 
will, in the futu re, be ava ilable 
upon request for any School or 
communify functions where their 
talents might be needed. 
Law Wives held elections for 
next year's officers on Thursday 
evening, May 2, at the home of 
Professor David and Mrs. Sunny 
Kochery . The new officers are : 
Gladys Bissonette• 
People's Progress 
-continued from page 3 
three minutes and Wilson was ab le to speak unlimited in 
rebuttal, the tribal representatives fina lly walked out of 
the meeting fo llowed by thei r people. 
It was this impeachment hearing, on February 22, 
which final ly moved the Indian people into action. Within 
an hour and a half, 800 Indians had signed up in support 
of the Civil ~ights Organization, according to Bissonette, 
and their convictions were joined. During the next week, 
t here were cons ta nt meetings at the Pine Ridge 
Reservation to discuss what should be done next to voice 
tht;ir dissent. Finally, it was decided that Wounded Knee 
would be the meeting place, as Ms. Bissonette put it, "to 
make our stand." 
The rest, as they say, is history. What was 
unfortunately left out of the acco unts of Wounded Knee, 
however, was the Indian's pain! of view. Accordingu ...to 
Gladys Bissonette, who lived for 72 days in that se ige, the 
people wanted to make their statement to their own tribal 
leadership. The U.S. Government was neither needed nor 
helpful in that situation and only served to impede their 
plan of negotiation. Withou t some ac tion on their par tj"Ms. 
Bissonette cautioned, the Indians were helpless to combat 
the obvious corrupt influence of Wilson and his alliance 
wi th the Bureau of Indian Affairs. In Gladys Bissonette's 
words, " there was no law, there was no justice on the 
reservation.'' 
• Lamenting the present condition of the reservations, 
coupled with the immense problem of providing legal 
defenses to the 130 de:fendan ts in the Wounded Knee 
cases, Ms. Bissonette 's statement that "these are sad times" 
was vital ly clear . 
But refusing to speak onl y of the Indian movement, 
Ms. Bissonette reminded her audience that the problem 
does not exist for the Indian alone, but pervades the 
treatme,nt of all minorities. The law, and the media, must 
respo nd to these needs, she said, and would only do so if 
people stood up for their rights. 
Gladys Bissonette is a brave woman. One can onl'y 
hope that her ,strength and understanding are reflected in 
the work we wi ll do as practitioners in the law. Further, 
one hopes that the Distingu ished Visi tors Forum continues 
to provide such moving and insightful speakers for the law 
school population to teach us what the media and law 
school wi ll not. 
Law Wives 
Close Year 
Nancy Kitchen, President; Lois 
We in stei n, Vice-presidnet; Sue 
Moran and Cathy Donnelly, Cor­
responding and Recording 
Secretaries; and Karen Sullivan, 
Treasurer. Instal lation ceremonies 
will be held on Thursday, May 16, 
at the home of Betty Reynolds. 
The Ch icken Bar-B-Q.11.e/Fam­
ily Picnic will be held on Sunday, 
June 2, at the Greiner's home, 
289 Countrys id e Lane, in Wil ­
liamsville. Activities wi ll include 
swimming, tetherball, ping-pong, 
badminton, and a watermelon-eat­
i ng contest for children. Law 
Wives continue to invite all stu­
dent 3n'd facu lty couples to con­
tact Nancy Kitchen at 741-2594 
or Karen Sullivan at 896-1394, for 
more information and reserva­
tions. The cost is $1.00 per coupl e 
or $1.50 per fami ly. 
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twenty-five, wisli to study negotiation, or when a course 
emphasizing such basic practice skills as drafting and 
counseling evokes little more than a yawn from the 
assembled multitudes. 
I do not wish to suggest by means of these two little 
logical connundrums that students should "bug off". Quite 
the contrary. Any student concerned about the quality 
and content of his legal education is more than just 
welcome at my door; he is an honored guest. What I do 
mean to suggest is that I question the rational basis for the 
complaints voiced in your editorial. 
How real is the interest in the 0 dying grapes"? I have 
not noticed students dogging the halls asking Haywood 
Burns whether he might consider teaching agency and 
partnership or land transactions. I have not noticed 
students excitedly debating trusts and es tates problems. 
I have noticed students looking for courses in, and talking 
excited ly about, criminal matters. They are an admittedly 
small percentage of the student body, but they are excited 
by, and interested in, their legal education. Other than the 
lax mavens (and perhaps a devoted group of 
environmen ta lists/urban planners) about whom else in the 
law school can that be said? 
In the light of the avai lable evidence I thus find it hard 
· to believe that there is a groundswell of interest in the 
"dy ing grapes" in the curriculum. These courses are taken 
not as a result of student interest but as a resu lt of fear of 
the bar ·exam and that shadow of fear, the face-saving 
rationalization that, among the ovoi/oble onerous 
alternatives, each of the "dying grapes" seems as if it ought 
to be relevant to career goals. I do not deny the existence 
of fear of the bar exam, but I do find it hard to believe 
that the performance of most of our present students on 
that exam will be more than marginally affected (probably 
negatively) by almost any course taken or not taken during 
his las t two years. I do not deny that the ostensible subject 
matter of some courses given at Buffalo, as wel l as 
numerous ones not given, or worse, poorly attended 
(because they are much more work than simpl y sitt ing and 
listening?) may seem as if they ought to be re levant to 
career goals, but I do find it hard to believe that law 
students who are no longer green behind the ears, if they 
ev r were, honestl y wish to occupy their time sitting in a 
class ferret ting out doctrine they could master several 
times faster and much less painfully from a continuing 
education handbook. I do not even den y that the law 
school must cope with the reality of s.tudent •fear and its 
shadow rationalization, but to do so by investing 
enormous resources in, for example, evidence, seems to me 
to be the equivalent of a psychiatrist attempting to.cure a 
patient's nightmares by filling that patient's closet with 
live monsters. 
A few closing words a're perhaps necessary lest those 
readers who do not know me infer from the 
predominantly negative tone a panglossian view of where 
we are, and where we are going. Improvement in legal 
education at Buffalo is surely necessary; one only need to 
walk the halls and see all the bored faces to recognize that. 
Hopefully the impetus for change will come from law 
students. I for one would be more than a little pleased if a 
group.of students consumed by an interest in the world of 
business, in the way a definable group of students is 
consumed by an interest in the world of crime, began 
pl an ning and agititati ng for a corporate/commercial 
concentration, or if a similar interest group arose to match 
and advance an interest in state and local government on 
the part of a definable group of faculty. But at the same 
time I suggest to students interested in change that t~e 
Reply ... 
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the bar exam, raiher than because they realize that such 
areas are covered on the bar exam only because of their 
wide professional relevance. Undoubtedly, the bar exam is 
an incentive to many, even as Dr. Johnson noted the 
gallows was to -a condemned man's recollection, but the 
mere existence of that incentive hardly discredits the value 
of such courses or their professional relevance. As Mr. 
Schlegel observes, it. may be well nigh impossible to 
separate out various students' motivations, but as he 
admits, students do conti nue to demand such 11 traditional" 
courses, and these students should no more be disparaged 
than students whose interests lie in less traditional areas. 
It is also true, as Prof. Schlegel states, that students 
interested ln the traditional areas do not roam the halls 
proselytizing for their cause, seeking the conversion of 
faculty or the damnation of those whose priorities lie 
elsewhere. Many indeed suffer in silence, making outcry , 
only when accorded 'no electives whatsoever, as was the 
case with labor law earlier this semester. Such students 
might not be as adept as others in actually communicating 
their sincere interest to the faculty, but then agai n, 
students ought not to have to mount public relations 
campaigns to insure that the faculty maintain a 
· well-rounded program, which is ultimately the latter's 
responsibility. 
In sum, the editorial ~ritiqued by Mr. Schlegel scarcely 
advocated a reordering of priorities based upon "bar exam 
fear," but rather urged the type of reordering resulting 
from a study of actual career orientations among students, 
matching such orientations with courses of demonstrated 
professional relevance. all the while safeguarding a fully 
balanced program commensurate with the diversi ty of 
career interests 
Spring and Summer Schedule: 
Law Bookstore Hou(s 
May 21 Tues. Closed 
May 22-24 Wed.-Fri. OPEN 
M,y 27 Mon. Closed 
May 28-30 Tues.-Thurs. OPEN 
May 31 Fri . Closed 
June 3 Mon. OPEN 
June 4 Tues. Closed 
June 5 Wed. OPEN 
Closed until Fri. June 14 
June 14 Mon.-Fri. OPEN 
June 17-21 Mon.-Fri. OPEN · 
June 24th - August 9th 
Open Mon.-Fri. 
Each week 9:00 - 3:30 
Environmental Law Society
Attends Land Use Conference 
by Carl S. Heringer and Robert W. Vanfaery 
The ALI-ABA Committee on Continuing Legal 
Education sponsored this symposium to which the UB 
Environmental Law Society, in cooperation with Ms. 
Hollander and the SBA, sent , two representatives: 
second-year student and prCsidChf 'Robert W. VanEvery 
and first-year student Carl S. H'eringer. Held in the 
three-quarter century old House of the Association of the 
Bar, the lecture series was attend ed by some fifty 
practi ci ng lawyers from as far as"San Diego and Honolulu . 
It was pointed out that, although both Real Estate law 
and environmental concern were not novel, this field of 
law is new and virtually unexplored. Five years ago the 
program could not have been possible, as most of the facts 
and cases presented had originated within the past year. 
The greatest emphasis in those lectures concern ing 
energy and the environment dealt with land use controls. 
Included within th is concept are basic limitations on land 
use, planning, zoning, and law enforcement. The ten 
one-hour lectures (plus subsequent question and answer 
periods) spanned a large spectrum of ideas, suggestions and 
plans. The study materials and lecture notes will be 
available in the ELS files for those who seek more th an the 
mere outline which appears herein. 
A general overv iew opened the proceedings, 
delineating the dispute between master planning and ad 
hoc "mission-oriented" planning. The Federal government 
favors the latter, which allows it to set ambient standards. 
State implementation plans would therefore be subject to 
Federal · review. Legislation such as the Clean Air Act, 
Federal Water Pollution Control Act, and the Federal Solid 
Waste Disposal Act control not so much by regulating 
existing uses as by guiding the procedures by which a 
facil_ity is initially constructed . By requiring periodic 
successful suggestions for effective improvement in legak_Environmental Impact Statements, the government can 
education are likely to be those t~at proceed from, and 
utilize, institutional strengths. The institutional strength of 
a law school lies in teaching method; the institutional 
strength of the tape recorder li es in teaching ru les. Any law 
student who does not understand this fact should probably 
not be loosed on the public, for, in my experience, the 
most pitiful and dangero us lawyer is one who when faced 
with a problem remember~a rule learned in law school and 
charges ahead. Half the time the ru le is but a half truth, 
when not simply incorrectly remembered, and the rest of 
the time has changed sinGe learned. Concentration Of! 
method, inteachingthose skills and exp loring those problems 
which- can in fact be efficiently done w_ithin the real 
cor)straints of a School (devoted to the study) of Law, can, 
I think, best proceed with subject matter interes ting for its 
own sake to both the instructor and the student. 
Instructor interest is in almost all cases a necessary 
condition to exciting student interest; student interest is 
surely the best possible feedback for stimulating efforts at 
improved presentation of materials. Neither method nor 
interest is served when bar exam fear and its shadow 
rationalization create pressure for "coverage" and for the 
use of resources in areas all but devoid of interesting 
methodological problems. In sum, I do not doubt tha't. a 
reorderirtt: that proceeds by calling up ghosts is likely to 
il'}lprove this (or any) law school. 
continuously police potential polluters. By demanding that 
state zoning laws and standards meet Federal apprdval 
before participating in the grants-in-aid program, the 
government will eventually expand into direct control of 
key areas of regional concern. Such areaS include coastal 
zones, mountains, tundras, deserts and estuaries. 
A second speaker elaborated upon the <::lean Air Act 
and some of its implications on real estate development. 
Basically it provides that states should account for 
transportation and land use controls to control both direct 
and indirect sources of pollution. Direct sources include 
cars and industrial sites. These are relatively simple to 
regulate. Indirect sources are those that are not themselves 
emissions sources, but attract them (i.e., shopping centers, 
stadiums, theater districts) and thereby affect air quality. 
Construction such as local roads and access highways, as of 
January 1, 1975, will require EPA approval. Mass transit is 
seen in a very favorable _light, but of course, only a few 
major urban areas have such facilities. Therefore, the new 
controls can be seen as having a large potential effect on 
further developments of such areas. More detailed 
information on shopping centers, with both environmental 
and real estate (anti-trust) implications, can be found 
within our files . . This includes problems of construc'tl'6n, 
mortgages, and difficulties reorganizing plans and priorities 
as a result of the general ener~y ~ri~is. 
Basica ll y, the non-availability of building materials. 
th e stricter environmental controls, and the resulting lack 
of monies, has led to contract provisions for performance 
now limited by law or jiJdicial decision. Various delays or 
failures to perform can no longer be viewed as outright 
defaults, and some compensation must be made for such 
procedural changes. As can readily be seen, this will bring 
about second ·thoughts as to the suburban expansion of 
department stores, factories and entertainment tacilities. 
Many of the lawyers called for a lessening of controls 
during the cri si s, but did not advocate dlscontihuing them. 
Total compli ance with all existing controls was 
recommended, although many of the sp~akers seemed to 
be seek ing ways to soften the impact of the environmental 
controls upon their various clien ts. 
One lecture, dealing more with sociological aspects 
rather than legal issues, concerned the relation of the 
energy crisis to the increasing return lo urban housing. The 
reversal of the trend of recent years to suburban living was 
categorized as a revolution" in U.S.,. housing. • The '1 
dependence on automobiles, the lack of mass commuter 
transportation, the problems of excl usionary zoning. an'd 
the spiraling private education and housing costs have led 
the "rural generation"-those raised irJ the suburbs-to 
return to the cities. With city redevelopment, an ethnic 
turnabout is visible, with Black families now leaving the 
city to follow "the American Dream" of suburban li ving as 
sought by white families years before. 
Furth ermore1 greater stress· is being placed on 
user-owned housing, entailing the replacement of rental 
housing with condominiums, cooperatives, and 
government-subsidized housing. Apartment life is no 
longer being viewed as transitional. Such housing has a 
high resale value, offers ~ close 11 community." of persons, 
and cheaper maintenance and control costs. At the same 
time, suburban areas ar~ developing business d.istricts, 
zones for multi-family dwellings, and are developing many 
of the socio-economic problems earlier evident in the 
cities. Also, one earl see ecological advantages to this new 
trend. A lessening dependence on automobi les, individual 
homes and ·such, lowers the polluting potential of the 
population. 
This article does not purport to adequately cover all 
' aspects of environmen~l-related real estate problems. The . 
conference itself had no such pretentions. However, several 
factors have become important and must be given notice,• 
Contrived or otherwise, the energy crisis remains with us, 
with little sign of abating. A reorganization of our personal 
and national priorities has begun and must continue. The 
environment must not be allowed . to fall viotim t0 
increased ~hart-term needs for quick, cheap energy. 
Rather, .it must remain a major concern as we search for 
ways to cope with the new shortages we are facing each 
day. The UB Environmental Law· Society exists to lend a 
helping hand. We work on both local and national 
concerns, anct would welcome any ideas, viewpoints, or 
physical help that is offered. Our meetings are posted on 
our pffice door, 118 O'Brian, and the public is always 
welcome to attend. 
Placement Office Sponsors 
Altern~tive Career Day 
Alternative Career Day Panel: (I to r) David Jay, Tony Dutton1 Lawrence Faulkner, Robert Ko/ken 
(moderoior), Sam Fried, Richard Llppes, Diane Woeppel, Barbara Handschu. 
by Kay Wigtil especially complex, since the cli ­ Dennis Cunningham - Moss 
ents onl y come to the office as a Po/It/cal Defense: Mr. Cunning­
On April 25, the Placement Of­ last resort, when their problems ham, a Chicago attorney who is 
fice held Career Day II, which pre­ have gotten' out of hand. The large presently in Buffalo as a staff at­
sented career opportunilies in amount of administrative work re­ torney of the Attica Brothers Le­
areas of law less traditional than quired reduces the amount of gal Defense, described the events 
those included in the first •career time ava ilab le for work on law re­ which led to his specialty in this 
symposium. The panel moderator form, but some alTiount of work area, and the problems of defend­
was Robert Kol ken of the Civil in this area has been done in the ing large numbers of defendants. 
Division of the Legal Aid Office, areas of greatest case volume, such In his work defending people 
who introduced the Panel mem­ as utilities, and landlord and ten­ charged with various crimes in 
bers, Saying that the areas of law ant. Ms. Woeppel expressed con­ connection with the Chicago 
they work in are unt.raditio.nal and cern over restrictions placed on Riots which followed Martin Lu­
unprofitable , since the profit mo­ OEO funding of legal aid at· ther King's assassinat ion, arrests 
tive is irrelevant to the work they torneys on the kinds of legal cha!· made at the 1968 Democratic 
do. lenges they can make. Convention, and groups such as 
The Panel members were as fol­ the Weatherpeople, SOS, Black 
lows: Dick Lippes: Public Interest Panthers, and Young Lords, he 
Tony Dutton - Pro Bono work Law Firm: Mr. Lippes described noted that the mass arrests and 
in a large firm: Because the neces­ the structure of public interest count padding in these charges are 
sity for making a living was a law firms and the type of work generally,,designed to induce de• 
prime consideration in seeking a they do, and his efforts to estab­ fondants to take pleas on lesser 
·job, Mr. Dutton said he chose to lish such a firm in Erie County. charges. By refusing to take pleas 
work in a large firm, where he Although the firm is not yet en­ and insisting on trials, many of 
does commercial and banking law. tirely established, his practice is the defendants got · charges 
However, one does not have to limited 10 public interest issues in dropped or lower pleas offered. 
cut off his or her interest in the the following areas: consti tutional Sam Fried - Prisoners Lego/ 
· commun ity in taking such a job, law, environmental problems, Assistance Project: This division 
as Mr. Dutton's activities prove. commu nity organization, and of the Legal Aid Bureau was or­
He noted ihat much of the work criminal law. Mr. Lippes noted iginally intended to filter the large 
he_does on a pro bono basis is not that a 60 to 80 hour work week is number of complaints of prisoners 
legal work, but work which re­ inherent in doing th is kind of received by the courts. The large 
quires a lawyer's skills in anal­ work, but that it is extremely re- · vo lume of the work has limited it 
yzing, problem solving, etc., as warding. to four categories: underlying 
well as an understa nding of the Barbara Hondschu - Law Col­ conviction appeals, dismissal of 
politics of the community. He lective: Ms. Hand sc hu described detaincrs and warrants, civil prob­
lems (i.e., family relationships),noted that large firms encourage the operating structure and de­
and institutional grievances. Thetheir attorneys to work on outside cision-making process of the col­
work is both frustrating and volu­activities, and that opportunities lective firm where she works. 
minous, said Mr. Fried, because itfor doing so are probably better in First, she noted that decisions are 
a large firm than a medium or made collectively by all persons is compounded by abounding 
small size firm. Among the pro­ working in the firm, regard less of abuse of di scrition by officials in 
the area, who have a great deal ofjects Mr. Dutton has participated whether they are attorneys or le­
in are Hqusing Opportunities gal workers. Sc_cretarial jobs are discretion with little accountabil· ity.Made Equal, the Citizens Advisory shared, and everyone does their David jay - Milltary Law: Mr.own typing, so that the office 
ances and reviewing the budget, does not have a "secretary". The 
Committee for drafting ordin• Jay began by noting that it is pos­
sible to do good work in lhe lawfirm is composed of two attorneysand the Mothers of Perry Day 
and make money at the sameand three legal workers, some ofCare Center. time. He described the work hewhom are law students and someDiane Woeppel - Ne/ghbor­ has done in defending Selective undergraduates. In ending her re•h ood Office, Legal Aid: Ms. Service Law violations and casesmarks, she registered objection toWoeppel described her work in 
referred by the ACLU. Success inthe fact that the law school is sothe legal aid office as frllstrating, any area, he noted, is insured ifisolated from the legal commun­since the problems of the clients the attorney does his or her home· ity.are primarily administrative and work, and is well prepared for the 
cases. 
Lorry Faulkner - ACLU StoffDVFto Sponsor Walsh 
Attorney: Cases come to a staffDr. George Walsh , Professor of Philosophy al 
attorney through a lawyers' com­
Eisenhower College, will be speaking at the University of mittee which screens potentialBuffalo School of Law on Thursday, May 16. The title of cases, and refers the ones it ac•his lecture will be john Rawl's Theory of Justice: A New cepts to the staff attorney. Most 
Ethic for the We/fort Sta/ff . The lecture will take place at cases are in the areas of free
11 :30 a.m. In Room 210 of the fohn Lord O'Bria,n Hall on speech, women's rights (Liule
the Amherst campus. League cases), hair cases, draft 
Dr . George WRl!h received his A.B. from Williams and military issues, and challenges 
College and his Ph .D. from Princeton University . He was to allocation of revenue sharing. 
formerly the Chairman or the Department of Philosophy One of the greatest problems in 
· at Hobart and WIiiiam Smith Colleges. Prof. Walsh is the civil liberties in Buffalo at the mo• 
editor and translator of Alfred Schultz's Phenomenology ment, Mr. Faulkner noted, is the 
of the S"ocia/ World , He Is now working on a critique or complete lack of any civilian re­
John Rawl's Theory of Justice. The public is invited. view of police abuses. 
·-..; 
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Nixon Tax Called ·Fraud 
-conr/nued from page 2 
other Emolument from the Uni· 
ted States, or any of them._" 
The Federal expenditures de­
scribed in the Congressional Re• 
port as personal income constit· 
ute violations of this Constitution­
al provision. For example, the 
emolum ents given President 
Nixon such as paying for his ter­
razo shuffleboard court, were ob· 
viously illegal. 
Therefore, in drafting the 
·Articles of Impeachment, the 
House of Representatives must 
not overlook that President Nixon 
received extra compensa tion clear­
ly prohibited by the Constitution. 
These emoluments were in ad· 
dition to Mr. Nixon's $250,000 
annual salary and expenses. 
By agreeing to pay virtually all 
the taxes specifled in the Congres­
sional Report, President Nixon 
tacitly has ·conceded that he did in 
fact receive additional compensa­
tio n. 
Mr. Nixon might claim that he 
believed these public expenditures 
to have been legitimate costs of 
administration; however, he 
would still have to return the 
sums designated as taxable in· 
come- which total more than 
$125,000 according to the report. 
This amount would be in addition 
to the $432,787 in back taxes 
plus interest that the President has 
agreed to pay. 
After commenting on the im­
portance of the relevant Con­
stitu tional provision, Alexander 
Hamilton writing In Federalist 
Paper No. 73 noted that the legis­
lature can have no power to in• 
crease, or diminish the President's 
compensation during his term of 
office. 
" They can," Hamilton con· 
tinued, "neither weaken his forti­
tude by operating on his neces­
si ties, nor corrupt his integrity by 
appealing to his avarice. Neither 
the Union nor any of its members 
will be at liberty to give, nor will 
he be at liberty to rece ive, any 
other emolument than that which 
may have been determined by the 
first act . .." 
There is no precedent for the 
issue of additional income paid to 
a President because nobody else 
has managed the Presidency with 
such avarice as Richard Nixon. 
Thomas GA~~iJs 
Addlestone on 
Militar_y Justice 
by Kay Wigtil 
David Addlestone, ACLU Mili­
tary Law attorney in Washington, 
D.C.1 spoke May 2nd on recent 
developments in military law. He 
was introduced by Bob Godlove, 
of the VVAW/WSO, who noted 
that Mr. Addlestone 's background 
includes three years as an attorney 
in the Judge Advocate General's 
office, and a year in Viet Nam as a 
civilian with the Lawyer 's Military 
Defense Commjttee. 
Mr. Addlestone stressed that 
civilian anorneys are needed in 
the military law area, even though 
there is no present draft or war. 
Reasons for this include the fact 
thar 2/3 or all federal prosecu­
tions are courts martial , which 
have no Grand Jury or jUry. Ano­
ther important a~ea for civilian at• 
torneys is discharge upgrading, 
since there are over a million vet• 
erans in the country who suffer 
discrimination because of leu 
than honorable discharges. 
The deteriorating quality of 
JAG attorneys creates a need for 
alternative representation by civil­
ians, whose presence can help 
curb abuses in lhe military. Mr. 
Addlestone noted that this is es­
pecially important now, since the 
military is returning to .a 40's style 
of discipline which results in de­
nial of many rights insured to 
G.l.'s. · 
Mr. Addles tone described sev­
eral cases he has won, which in­
clude the successful defense of SS 
minority G.l.'s charged in connec­
tion with racial disturbances in 
Korea, and most recently a succes• 
sful attack on the drug searches 
that were being carried out in 
Europe. As a result of winning the 
drug search case, the Army drug 
program was changed; the com­
mand was forced to recognize the 
court orders thal had been issued, 
and the G.1.'s retained fourth a­
mendment rights. · 
Mr. Addlestone recommended 
"fustice in the Miliury". by Publ ic 
Law Ed. Institut ion for those who 
wish to learn more about military 
law. 
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Parting Thoughts 
We Wonder • • • 
\ . 
Second Yeor SBA Directors: (I to r} Carl Howard, Belle Gould, Bert Slomm, Sh,rley Bevel, Steve Kaplan. j 
(Margaret Wong, absent}. 
SBA Asks 
Probe of 
Attica Case 
by Laura Zeisel 
Rejecting arguments that sucli 
matters were beyond its scope1 
the SBA at its May 3rd meeting 
passed a resolution calling for the 
formation of a state-wide commit­
tee to investiga te alleged biases in 
the prosecution of the Attica re­
bellion. 
The resolution , which passed 
by a 1 3,2 vote, with 2 absten­
tions, ca ll s for the SBA and the 
Faculty of Law and Jurisprudence 
to approach the Criminal Justice 
Section of ·the New York State 
Bar Association and urge that a 
special independent committee be 
set up to investigate the allega­
tions of bias, to estab li sh defini ­
tively whether the allegations are 
true or false, and to make public 
its findings. 
The resolution sets forth 14 al• 
legations of bias, along with their 
sources. It further states that as 
students of the only State Uni­
versity law school , SUNY-Buffalo 
law students have a special con• 
cern in insuring the f.undamental 
fairness of the criminal justice 
process in New York State. 
Students working on the staff 
of Attica Brothers Legal Defense 
(ABLD) originally tendered the 
' resolutfon for SBA consideration. 
According to Laurie Shatsoff1 one 
of the (:frafters, the concept of 
such a resolution had been around 
for some time, but was given fresh 
impetus by recent published re­
ports that the Grand Jury invest• 
igating Attica had indicted a state 
police officer for the death of one 
of the hostages killed on Septem­
ber 13, 1971, but that the prose­
cutor had failed to file the indict­
ment with the Court. 
The resolution was first con­
sidered at the SBA . meeting of 
April 26, but was tabled when sev­
eral SBA members voiced a desire 
to know exact sources for each a!­
legation of bias. These sources 
were research~d by ABLD work­
ers and submitted on an amended 
reS:,lution at the May 3rd meet-
inglaw School faculty member W. 
Haywood Burns is currently serv­
ing as one of the coordinators of 
the Attica Brothers Legal Defense 
effort. 
Whether the 5th floor courtyard, riow ominously 
designated the "faculty courtyard,'.' is indeed ever 'to be 
opened to students as was promised, back in the heady days 
of early September. Anyhow, it looks nice every now and 
again basking in the sun. 
Whether the Library will ever see the day when there are 
more materials on shelves where they belong rather than 
lying forgotten in carrels or on tables. Note courtesy of a 
glass ashtray in a facility where there is supposed to be no­
smoking. 
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